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Stand Out
and Scale Up
with AI-powered
vCISO Services
One powerful vCISO platform for MSPs, MSSPs, and cyber experts

Offer new automated
vCISO services

www.cynomi.com

Scale and automate
vCISO expertise

Scaling up excellence starts with automation
If you’re a virtual CISO, a cybersecurity consultant, an MSP or an MSSP, your goal is to deliver maximum
cybersecurity excellence at scale. That means gaining total visibility into cyber risk, developing an effective
cybersecurity strategy and accelerating compliance processes while providing maximum protection.

Cynomi empowers cybersecurity professionals to effectively manage cyber risk, compliance, and operations with
automated enterprise-grade cybersecurity capabilities at unparalleled scale. The company’s Al-powered vCISO
platform helps quickly build and execute an effective tailor-made cybersecurity strategy. With Cynomi, MSSPs,
vCISOs, and cyber consultancies can easily scale up services while reducing operational costs, professional
knowledge gaps, and churn. MSPs can build new services to rapidly grow the sales pipeline, accelerate deals,
increase upsells and drive revenue. Clients across all major industries rely on Cynomi to optimize their cyber posture,
expand their offering, maximize return on security investment and drive growth.

Powerful
personalization

Visibility

Compliance

Tailor-made
cybersecurity policies

Total visibility into clients’
risk exposure

Easily create a structured
plan for compliance

Generate cybersecurity policies
on the ﬂy. Automatically
generated, NIST based action
plans tailored to each and
every client.

See the vulnerabilities your
client is exposed to, and, since
it's prioritized, it’s very clear to
know what to do next.

Policies can be mapped to
every framework, so you can
get a prioritized task list to
achieve compliance.

Know the score

Know what’s next

Understand how your client
posture ranks, benchmarked
against their sector, its
regulations, and compliance.
Show them how they stack up
among their respective
industries.

Cynomi reﬂects your client’s
current cyber risk landscape so
you and your client are always
in the know.

Balance cybersecurity and
compliance
Smart prioritization based on
each client’s needs.

I totally see more and more use
for this. This is a slam dunk.
The output you get is out there.
Very easy to use”
Derek Moris,
Principal, Wolf & Company P.C.

Power tools that transform your offering with vCISO services
Whether you’re a virtual CISO, MSP, MSSP, or a consultant, one of the biggest challenges is to outshine your
competition.

Offer new
vCISO services

Bring in
new clients

Scale vCISO
expertise

Drive
revenue

Maximize
retention

Seriously impressed and very happy I’ve partnered with Cynomi.
This is exactly the platform that we’ve been waiting for at NSP!”

Phillip Walker,
CEO, Network Solutions Provider USA, Inc.

Cynomi totally changed the way we build the policies.
It allowed us to scale our top experts’ performance
like never before.”
COO, Managed Security Services Provider

Join us on our mission to deliver
enterprise-grade cyber strategy
to SMBs & mid-market companies.”

David Primor,
Founder & CEO, Cynomi
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